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Hey Guys,

Welp.  This is what happens when you put a woman in charge.  Next semester, 4/6th of the Skidmo’ Daily’s 
E-Board will have either graduated, gone abroad, or been sacrificed to the likes of the Outing Club.  In 
honor of this, we have decided to formally ask the SGA for our official dechartment.  We’ve gone on for 
too long.  This is the last edition of the semester, and to be honest, it’s only downhill from here.

We’ve had our good times, really, but we think it’s best if we just break things off clean here and have a 
fresh start as an unaffiliated group of internet comedy writers who happen to all attend Skidmore College 
and each operate our own shitty Wordpress blogs. 

But seriously. Guys. If you think you’re at least a little funny (you probably aren’t), but if you at least think 
it. Or know someone who thinks it.  Please join us.  For our decharterment party.  Monday, December 
10th at 8pm in Ladd 207.  Please bring snacks. We have large ambitions yet little resources. We can handle 
it. We just thought you guys would like to join in on the fun. Well, not the actual fun of writing. Just the 
peripheral fun of seeings us go up in flames.  

Big changes are coming to the Skidmo’ Daily, and we hope you uncultured swine will be there to see it.

Fuck you. 

Max LoSardo and Hannah Kotler

Eternal Editors-In-Chief

Top Stories of the Week

DISASTER: Democrats Can’t Locate The House of Representatives

Bill Cosby Booed Off Stage at Prison Open Mic Night

FEMINIST REVOLUTION: Couple Engages in “Cowgirl” Position

Progressive! Parents Let Son Be The Dad

Arranged Marriage Ends in Unarranged Living Room

Girl Dyes Hair Girl Seeks Therapy 

BREAKING: Stan Lee Makes Brief Cameo in Hell
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HAVE A GOOD
BREAK.

HEY,
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EDITORIAL--Smoking Squirrels: More Than Just a Great Name for a Band
by Ethan Celebuski

The squirrels of Skidmore are known for their cute faces, enjoyable antics, and tender meat. They are universal-
ly adored and always bring a smile to a furry’s face. However, these accepted rodents may not be cute for much 
longer. According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), squirrels that either live or frequently visit the 
Skidmore campus are 95% more aggressive than their less wealthy counterparts. “We have found through exten-
sive testing that the squirrels at Skidmore, while surprisingly accepting of the LGBTQ+ community, are involved 
in more squirrel related crimes than any others in upstate New York,” EPA Agent Ron Adams tells Skidmo’.

So why are these squirrels so hostile? Doctor Oswald Cobblepot believes he has found the answer. “I have been 
studying this ecosystem for years, the EPA is only now taking notice,” Dr. Cobblepot told our reporters. The 
doctor seems to believe that the squirrels have been becoming increasingly reliant on nicotine for years. The data 
suggests that every fall the squirrels will reaffirm their love for the mind-clearing drug. These little rascals take 
discarded cigarette butts and chew them in order to get the sweet, sweet, life-giving nectar.

So what’s the problem? Squirrels should have the right to get some nicotine, and other stuff, if they want to, 
right? Wrong, you fucking idiot. The squirrels have built up a tolerance and have to go after the real thing now. 
They’ve been setting insane, withdrawal-fueled, Wile Coyote traps in place to steal cigarettes from innocent 
smokers.

How dangerous can they be? They’re only squirrels, so not very, right? Wrong, you dumb idiot. You fell for it 
twice you mongrel. The nicotine has served as a gateway drug for these everyone-wants-one-as-a-pet-when-
they’re-ten creatures. The wealthy, naive Skidmore squirrels have gone to the neighborhood where the seedy 
black squirrels live and have started getting heroin shipped in from red squirrels in South America. This has 
brought increased crime in the squirrel community that cannot be overlooked. 

So what can be done to help these helpless little guys? Nothing. They’re helpless. I just said it. They’re going to 
continue to shoot up tiny squirrel heroin with tiny squirrel needles and beat their tiny squirrel wives and chil-
dren. Not every story has a happy ending, you imbecile.

I’m Trying to Protest the Pink Tax ™ But These Men’s Razors Are Absolutely 
Obliterating My Lady Legs
by Hannah Kotler

Look ladies, I hate the Pink Tax™ as much as the next broad, but I’m starting to think there’s not much else I can 
do. I know there are all these stereotypes and misconceptions like “women are weak” and “don’t have as tough 
of flesh on their leg bones as men,” but ya know what? Maybe they’re right! I’ve been using a men’s razor for the 
past semester as my own personal stand against the Pink Tax™, but I am ready to say fuck it and just pay this $2 
upcharge because I can’t take any more blood (I already get a period once a month at spontaneous times!). These 
razors are wicked sharp, and I am losing pounds and pounds of flesh each time I shave. So much so that I have 
almost run out of Band-Aids because of it! I know you’re all probably thinking, “Why do you shave in the first 
place then?” and I honestly don’t know anymore. I’m starting to think the societal conditions of being a woman 
engrained in my tiny female brain that hair on my legs is “ugly,” and now I have convinced myself that that’s my 
own personal opinion too. Society has truly tricked me into believing I’m making “my own personal choice” by 
shaving my legs and that I can still “get down with feminism” regardless of my rejection or adherence to tra-
ditional femininity (even though what they want is adherence). And why do I ultimately care about appearing 
“ugly” or not anyway? The same damn reason! Being a woman is fucking tough and I’ll level with you ladies, I’m 
not sure I can take that “small step for woman, large step for womankind” while simultaneously amputating both 
my legs via a blue razor. Pass me the fucking pink Gillette Venus, please.
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A Guide to Responsible Cocaine Usage at 
Skidmore From A Cocaine User Named 
‘Tom Pahl’
by Tom Pahl

EDITOR'S NOTE: The student we spoke to about 
using cocaine responsibly on campus has had his name 
changed so as to protect his identity and maintain the 
integrity of this piece as a guide for consuming an in-
credibly addictive stimulant. 

‘Tom Pahl’ opened by asking “Hey, does anyone want 
a hit of my off-brand JUUL?” as clouds of cucum-
ber-scented vapor drifted gently out from betwixt 
‘Tom Pahl’s’ lips. “Anyway, the real key is to make sure 
that you drink as much as possible before you do it. 
Or, wait, no, that might not be right. I dunno, I just 
really like coke, ya know?” “The real key to knowing 
if you’re doing good coke is just to jump right in and 
snort it, just like ‘Tom Pahl.’  Like, sure, you could beat 
around the bush but when you’re in that bathroom, 
and your friend’s Dad is saying “Hey ‘Tom Pahl,’ you 
need to take that line because the cops are knocking at 
the door, you just gotta go for it,” ‘Tom Pahl’ said, hair 
greasy and heavy bags under his eyes. “A lot of people 
just think of cocaine as a party drug, but to all of those 
people out there, know that cocaine is exactly what 
you make of it. Need an energy boost because you have 
two midterms the next day? Do cocaine. Meeting your 
girlfriend’s parents for the first time? Do some cocaine 
about it. The possibilities are endless,” ‘Tom Pahl’ ex-
plained. “The key to responsible usage is trusting that 
when you’re high on cocaine, you make the best deci-
sions possible.  And remember, discretion is key.  So be 
careful who you share your cocaine usage with.”

BIPARTISANSHIP: Senator Cory Booker 
Asks for Trump’s Hand in Marriage
by Max LoSardo

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Laying the groundwork for a 
potential bid for President, New Jersey Senator Cory 
Booker proposed to President Donald Trump in front 
of a full Senate Session on Thursday.  

Looking to end a trend of divisive and antagonistic 
politics, Booker, a Democrat, sent shockwaves through 
the hill when his much anticipated speech on health-
care took an unexpected turn.  “Every man, woman 
and child has the fundamental right to affordable and 
accessible healthcare,” Mr. Booker said before turning 
to his right and looking directly into the camera, “and 
what this man has the fundamental right to… is love.”  
As senators and reporters alike gasped and waited for 
Mr. Booker to reveal the identity of his secret love, 
Booker stepped away from the podium and got down 
on his right knee, only to unveil a 30 carat diamond 
ring in which the lights from the camera of CNN and 
MSNBC shined off of, creating a halo around Mr. 
Booker.  “I may be a Democrat.  But what I am before 
anything.  Is a lover.  President Donald J. Trump.  I 
know you are not expecting this so soon.  But I am in 
love with you.  Let’s heal this nation together.   Donald, 
will you marry me?”

When reached out for comment, President Trump re-
ported to have missed Booker’s proposal, as Fox News 
did not air the speech.  
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English Major Uses Big Words
by Eddie Godino

Students and Faculty alike are getting fed up with the 
antics of one Maxwell Schrift ’21, an English Major 
with a habit of overusing advanced vocabulary. 

“Max is a smart kid, there’s no denying it,” said one of 
his classmates, “but he’s not half as smart as he thinks 
he is.” 

“I ask the students to write a few sentences for blog 
posts every week,” said one of Maxwell’s professors. 
“Max turns in a 5 page essay every time. I appreciate 
the extra effort, but also hate his fucking guts. Kid 
needs to get a life.” 

Other students have described Max as being overbear-
ing in class. “You can tell when he has something to 
say because he shoots his hand up in the air and starts 
making a lot of noise,” a classmate told us. “His hand 
won’t come down until he’s called on.” 

“He’s the only guy I know who includes proper cita-
tions whenever he references anything. Even in just, 
like, casual conversation.”  

When asked for comment, Max began a monologue 
about how his use of language is a reflection of his 
reality or and existence, stating “I really think that the 
verbial..”*

*EDITOR'S NOTE: The monologue has been redacted, 
because we don’t really care.

OPINION: What The Fuck is Going On 
With The Chai Tea at Burgess??
by Holly O’Byrne

This cat and mouse game with Burgess has gone on far 
too long.  There’s an endless amount of people on cam-
pus who are fed up with the lies. The lame and oh so 
familiar smiley face next to the “Sorry No Chai” sign 
that has been glued to the register all semester does 
not properly substitute for the sugar and cinnamon 
that I need circulating through my body at all times. 
What shady conspiracy is going on behind the burgess 
curtain with this “backorder” bullshit?

Multiple theories have been thrown around campus. 
Some think Campo is hoarding stacks until everyone 
hands in their fake ids. Some say the philosophy club 
steals and snorts lines of chai to “experience ultimate 
euphoria.” (Which I completely understand.) 

I have come to a point of desperation, this letter being 
my final attempt. I hope this cry for help speaks to 
you, burgess worker who is reading this on your break. 
I speak for all of Skidmore College when I say we need 
your help, we need your chai, and we need it ASAP.

Hey Guys, Did You Know There’s A Thesaurus Function in Word?
by Hannah Kotler

Wow guys. I’m about to lay down some ground-breaking news. Did you know Microsoft Word has a thesaurus 
function? I mean, it’s amazing. All you do is right click on a word and voila: they give you a piping-hot synonym 
ready for use! It’s reliably astounding that such an advantageous function was fashioned for us. Truthfully, how 
did they formulate such an entity? I straightforwardly cannot believe Microsoft Word was able to generate this. 
My English papers have never been more astute. I sense as though I can surmount anything in life and mold the 
English dialectal into whatever I desire! My instructor’s remarks even illustrate my improvement. They range 
from: “Wow, Hannah, do you really understand the English language at all? so profoundly!” to “Please see me 
after class” and “We’ve talked about this before.” I ponder I’m indeed bound for all A’s this semester, and I only 
anticipate I have conceded this wisdom to you all.  Employ it sensibly, comrades.

Stop the lies!  
Bring back 

Chai!
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Professor Says ‘Fuck,’ Reports Freshman
by Tom Pahl

MCLELLAN HALL--With papers flying and pencils 
falling, Skidmore freshman Bobby Blake raced back to 
his dorm to excitedly report that his Economics pro-
fessor said “fuck” today during class. “I can’t believe it, 
dude,” he stuttered out to his roommate and best friend 
as they placidly played video games while pretending to 
listen. “He just said it. He said that the material was ‘re-
ally fucking complicated.’ I’ve never heard anything like 
it.” He amended the statement as his friends continued 
to completely ignore him. “I mean, I’ve heard people use 
it before, but my teachers in high school would never 
have even thought of swearing in front of us.” His room-
mate, Jesse Hutchinson and his best friend, Sam Costel-
lo, both made sounds of tepid acknowledgment of just 
how absolutely, stupendously, mind-shattering it was 
that a fellow human being would use ‘fuck’ to describe 
something, especially a human being employed in an 
educational setting. Bobby’s sharp desire to have fellow 
classmates experience this incredible revelation that 
professors could swear, of all things, was not whet on 
the bored responses of his unenlightened friends, and 
he emerged from the dorm thirsty to find others who 
could bask in his newfound glory of swearing educators. 
At presstime, Blake was informed that professors could 
also express political views, blowing him away even 
further.     

Elizabeth Warren’s DNA Test Reveals 
Martian Ancestry
by Ethan Kleppner

Continuing to frustrate her political opponents, Eliza-
beth Warren is claiming to be a woman of color—this 
time, a green one. 

Warren came under fire recently when her DNA test 
revealed her 0.1% Native American ancestry, but a 
closer look at the results reveal something even more 
shocking: her 3% Martian ancestry.

“We do not recognize Senator Warren as part of the 
Martian community,” Kôrnælt'a Ziřtåloøņk, spokes-
person for the Martian-American community, said. 
“Using a DNA test to lay claim to any connection to 
the Martians or any alien species, even vaguely, is 
inappropriate and wrong.”

In defense, Warren has claimed that she had been told 
by her family that she had Martian ancestry.

“I grew up hearing that my great-grandfather had 
antennas like all the Martians,” Warren said. “Being 
Martian has been part of my story, I guess, since the 
day I was born.” 

President Donald Trump has already begun calling 
Warren “Marvin” in mockery, referring to the Looney 
Tunes character Marvin the Martian.  Marvin the 
Martian could not be reached for comment.

New and Exciting Travel Seminar You Can’t Miss in 2019!* 
by Rebecca Hornstein

This year, the American Studies department as well as the Business department at Skidmore College in collab-
oration with Professor Gregson is extremely excited to announce a new Travel Seminar offering on American 
family entertainment and marketing. This new travel seminar entitled “Chuck it Up” explores dialogue about 
what we are afraid to say to our kids, how our society is designed, as well as the questions we ask our families 
and ourselves throughout youth. Throughout the semester, students decidedly are put to journal on their own 
experiences of American culture and advertising. Exploring principles of design, they create their own pizza 
recipes and animations.  Finally, the semester concludes with a luxurious two week long stay at the Chuck-E-
Cheese in Flushing, New York. Students will think deeply with a one-day-long immersion in the ticket blaster 
and will become fully immersed in their questions of American Culture as they live the full blown life of a 
Chuck-E-Cheese employee for two weeks.  150$ pizza deposit required. 

*Definitely NOT an advertisement!
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New Tang Exhibit Literally Just a Guy 
Farting into a Bucket
by Joe Newman-Getzler

Controversy has emerged over a new Tang exhibit, now 
running from October 17th through the 21st. Entitled 
“Somebody’s Gonna Watch This,” the performance art 
piece features actor Lyndsey Stool sitting over a bucket, 
periodically lifting a leg and farting.
The piece, according to Stool (taking one of his period-
ic bean breaks), is meant to simulate the awkwardness 
and discomfort of being trapped in a room with a lot of 
people when someone else lets one rip.
“I fart into the bucket because the acoustics are better,” 
explained Stool. “Plus, the smell doesn’t quite waft as 
much. I’m sort of looking to convey the atmosphere 
and emotions without actually bringing in the smell.”
Have there ever been slip-ups? “Oh yes,” said Stool. 
“I’ve fallen off the bucket a few times. People have 
died.”
Occasionally, to further simulate the situation, Stool 
will attempt to make small talk with passers-by, all the 
while tooting away like a goose with a bazooka. Visitors 
have so far called the exhibit “revolting,” “a disgrace,” 
and “honestly, pretty usual for the Tang.”
“True art is seldom appreciated in its time,” remarked 
Stool. He then proceeded to fall off the bucket once 
more, killing five.

Max London’s Comes Out as Gay, 
Divorces Mrs. London’s
by Adam Weinreb
 
In a shocking turn of events this week, popular Sara-
toga Springs restaurant Max London’s came out of 
the closet as gay, and announced that he and popular 
brunch spot Mrs. London’s were splitting up. Sources 
close to Max claim that they could tell he was hiding 
something, they could just never figure out what it 
was.
“Sometimes he would just disappear for days at a 
time, and then when he finally came back he would 
use some bullshit excuse. Turns out he was hooking 
up with Gaffney’s behind Cantina the whole time,” 
one source said. Another source “always wondered 
why there was so much meat on the menu.”
Restaurant critics in the area are divided, some call-
ing the move a brave step forward for restaurantkind, 
while others have cited traditional “Christian” values 
in their disapproval of the confession. Some believe 
that this sudden change was brought on by a decline 
in business, and
functioned as a last-ditch attempt to attract “all those 
Skidmore queers” into the restaurant. However, most 
just want to know whether Max London’s is a top or 
a bottom. “There just aren’t
enough tops at Skidmore, and we could use another 
one,” says Skidmore queer and bottom Alan Prim-
rose. When Mrs. London’s was reached out to for 
comment, she said “I wish my ex-husband all the 
best as his true self. Oh, and he’s totally a fucking 
bottom.”

Febreze Releases New ‘Musty Dorm’ Scent, Among Others
by Tom Pahl

This past weekend, Febreze announced a new lineup of scents for the Christmas Season. The newest members 
of the Febreze Family are ‘Musty Dorm,’ ‘Yogurt,’ ‘Old People,’ ‘Gas Station at 3am,’ ‘Barbeque Pizza,’ ‘Weed,’ and 
‘Dog Sweat.’ All of these represent a bold new direction for the company, a departure from things like “White 
Linen” and “Tropical,” but they could spell great financial success. A Febreze spokesperson was quoted as say-
ing, “Fuck you. You fuckers just want to hide from the shitty smells that fill your fucking lives, so here’s a reality 
check, dipshits. You suck. Your families suck. Your pets? They suck too. If Lays can make some fucking stupid 
ass ketchup chips then we can just fucking shit out whatever weird smells we want. What are you gonna do? Buy 
Glade? Don’t make me fucking laugh.” Truly, this is a different, if more honest direction for a company famous 
for coating rooms in a light smell so that parents and authority figures will be unable to identify whatever less 
than savory activities were happening in said room. At press time, a spokeswoman for the Febreze company 
chugged an entire bottle of vodka in front of reporters and yelled, “MUSTY DORM FOR LIFE GLADE PLUG- 
INS CAN SUCK MY DICKKK,” staying consistent with the new vision for Febreze.
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Skidmo’ Daily’s Exclusive Interview With A Thanksgiving Turkey
by Ethan Kleppner 

The turkey is the most important part of the traditional Thanksgiving meal. But what are turkeys actually think-
ing? What do they go through every year? On Friday, November 30, I sat down with a Thanksgiving turkey to get 
the full inside scoop.

Hi, it’s so nice to meet you!

…

So, what’s your name?

…

[Chuckles] Okay, fine, be anonymous. What’s Thanksgiving like for you every year?

…

Do you have a family?

…

Would you consider Thanksgiving to be harmful to the turkey community?

…

I guess you’re more of the strong, silent type. 

…

Well, uh, we’re running out of time. Anything else you’d like to share?

…

Thanks so much for your time.
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Gamestop Employee Stabs Self With 
Scissors Just to “Feel Something”
by Tom Pahl

SARATOGA GAMESTOP--As he plunged a 
pair of large scissors into his upper thigh, Marty 
Fleming, 27, finally felt something after years of 
nihilistic hollowness. “Finally!” he said, as the 
sharp, dizzying pain reminded him of not only 
the fragile nature of humanity but also of his 
maternal grandfather. “After all these years of 
pushing out the latest Call of Duty to whatever 
snot-nosed shithead child drags their parent into 
my store, I am still human. I still have the capac-
ity to feel.” With 5 inches of cold, bitter metal 
lodged in his leg, Marty had the clarity he so 
very desired. 
“For years, I’ve dealt tubby men with B.O. in 
cargo shorts getting pissed at me because I 
mispronounced the name of their stupid bullshit 
video games, but now I realize that the amount 
of agony I feel is directly proportional to the 
amount of joy I can feel.” In an epiphany rivaled 
by his adventure with psychedelic mushrooms in 
his cousin’s basement during high school, Marty 
found himself smiling as blood seeped through 
his pant leg and dripped onto the floor. “The 
pain that I feel right here, right now just means 
that I can feel so much more,” he said. The blades 
(lodged six inches from his femoral artery) 
did not affect Marty’s wide smile, as he was so 
overwhelmed with his newfound optimism. “I’m 
gonna go home and I’m gonna get a haircut and 
start really thinking about writing that novel. 
I’ve spent too much time in the abject depths of 
nihilism and human suffering. I can feel things, 
damn it!”
At press time, Marty’s employer confirmed that 
he had been let go for “terrifying customers” and 
“covering the displays with viscera,” but Marty 
has since confirmed that this had been exactly 
what he had needed. When pressed for further 
comment, Marty had this to say: “Ow.”  

Old Man Figures Out Preferred Sleeping
Position After Death of Wife
by Max LoSardo

SARASOTA, FLORIDA -- Ending a decades long conflict, 
90-year-old Mike Peters settled with sleeping on his stom-
ach.

“Oh, well, for as long as I can remember I’ve continuously 
switched sides and positions before falling asleep,” Peters 
said in a statement to the Skidmo’ Daily.  “I’d try everything 
-- my right side, left side,, back.  It was ridiculous!  Peters 
claimed to have unfortunately fallen asleep before he could 
realize what his final position was.  

However, last Thursday Peters was able to stake stock of his 
comfort before falling asleep, as his wife of 60 years, Naomi, 
recently passed away.

“Ever since Naomi’s passing I’ve just had so much more 
room to spread out and try some new positions.  I’ve really 
started getting the most out of that mattress topper she 
bought for us.  But I do miss her endlessly.”  

At press time,  Peters stated that newfound frequent urina-
tion has left his sleeping schedule ruined.  

Chele Farley
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Tensions Escalate in War for Control of Spa Aux Cord
by Joe Newman-Getzler

CASE CENTER SPA--New developments have emerged in the ongoing battle for control over the large Spa 
speaker’s aux cord, with the conflict showing no signs of a near ending. After a weeklong cease-fire, the battle 
resumed with sophomore Tony Rego taking to the aux on Friday night, 11:30 pm to be exact.
For 20 minutes, Spa was filled with the sounds of feel-good R&B songs of years past. “People were vibing, 
y’know?” reported Skidmo’ War Correspondent and local Classics major Emma Schuster. “We wouldn’t get out of 
our chairs unless it was, like, ‘I Want You Back,’ but the songs were mellow. The arts and crafts just wrapped up, 
we weren’t in the mood for anything too heavy.”
However, Rego has been noted for his attempts to both impose his self-described “baller” musical tastes while 
simultaneously pleasing the crowd, having tapped into a distant, otherworldly sensation known as The Vibe™. 
Rego tell us that he believes he’s the only one who can truly decipher The Vibe™ at any given moment, which oc-
casionally means skipping over an ‘80s throwback or two in favor of yet another spin of Ginuwine’s “Pony.” How 
does he know The Vibe™? Only he can say.
Trouble then began brewing around 12:15am, as a posse known by Spa loyalists as The Trap Squad rolled in 
following a “mighty rager,” as squad leader Michael Delfino put it. Self-described as “fuuuuucked up,” they were 
in the mood – as ever – for the modern standards of the hip-hop canon. Dissatisfied with yet another round of 
“Build Me Up Buttercup,” The Trap Squad began a tactical maneuver known as “The Request Line.” 
“Delfino started out polite, but we could all tell Rego was getting pissed,” remarked Spa staffer Killian Collin. “I 
think I heard Rego say something like, “Who actually wants to listen to ‘Mo Bamba’ right now?” and The Squad 
would go “Everybody wants to listen to ‘Mo Bamba’ right now!” “Nobody,” Collin solemnly noted, “besides 
them, wanted to hear ‘Mo Bamba.’”
The noted volume increase insisted on by The Trap Squad also drew the ire of several late-night snackers. “I just 
eat in town now,” stated lacrosse player Stu Augustus. “I can’t stand that shit. It’s depressing. So many brain cells 
lost for so little.”
Rego has refused to admit defeat to the squad, claiming that he’s doing it “for the people.”
“These people want to move,” he told Skidmo’ reporters emphatically. “These other guys, they can’t read The 
Vibe™. Only I can read The Vibe™
As it stands, the battle has reached a standstill, as a group of well-meaning theater kids cued up the Hamilton 
cast recording, in which all parties agreed that “that shit was tight.” Negotiations will resume next Friday. Spa-go-
ers are advised to take shelter.

OPINION: Dear Men, Please Use The “C” Word More Often
by Hannah Kotler

Alright, people. Listen up. It’s time we clear the air. As a woman in 2018, it’s time to get something off my chest. 
And I hope all the men out there are listening. Let’s talk about the “C” word. Everyone should just start using it. 
Even men. Especially men. Hot take? Possibly. But let me tell you something: men are just so afraid to use the 
word, and I truly do not understand. I say really just go for it, you know? Why be censored anymore? Really just 
let us women know how you feel. We can take it. We want to know what you know. Heck, use it all the time! 
Say it to my face! Say it in the morning. Say it in the evening. C**t, c**t, c**t! Just really lay it all out there on 
the table, okay guys? I’m begging you…we’re begging you. Just for our own sake, please, men, just go ahead and 
unleash the “C” word. Say it with me, now…find it with me, now…CLIT! There you go! Now was that so hard? 
Please, men, for the future, just don’t be afraid. Confront that S.O.B head on. Dear god, please.
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